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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel deep end-to-end net-

work to automatically learn the spatial-temporal fusion fea-

tures for video-based person re-identification. Specifically,

the proposed network consists of CNN and RNN to joint-

ly learn both the spatial and the temporal features of input

image sequences. The network is optimized by utilizing the

siamese and softmax losses simultaneously to pull the in-

stances of the same person closer and push the instances

of different persons apart. Our network is trained on full-

body and part-body image sequences respectively to learn

complementary representations from holistic and local per-

spectives. By combining them together, we obtain more

discriminative features that are beneficial to person re-

identification. Experiments conducted on the PRID-2011,

i-LIDS-VIS and MARS datasets show that the proposed

method performs favorably against existing approaches.

1. Introduction

Person re-identification is of important capability for

surveillance systems as well as human-computer interac-

tion systems [1]. Yet it remains a challenging issue due

to large variations in viewpoint and lighting across differ-

ent views, as shown in Fig.1. Existing approaches mostly

can be categorized into three types, single-shot, multi-shot,

and video-based. Many traditional handcrafted feature ex-

traction methods have been proposed in single shot case,

by extracting low-level spatial appearance features such as

colour, texture and intensity gradient histograms [26, 7, 25].

However, as can be seen in Fig.1 (a), single-shot appearance

features were intrinsically limited due to the appearance

changes from cross-view illumination variation, viewpoint

difference, scale variation and background clutters. As for

the multi-shot case, random shots from multiple views were

chosen to detect appearance features and then utilized to

do an average or linear superposition for a certain person,
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Figure 1. Challenges and limitations on the different methods of

person re-identification. (a) Single shot method, limited due to

the appearance changes from cross-view illumination variation,

viewpoint difference, scale variation and background clutters. (b)

Multi-shot method, feature extracted from discontinuous person

images contains no temporal information and with insufficien-

t discrimination. (c) Video-based method reduces the influence

of some ambiguous cases like occlusions with more continuous

images to learn multiple visual features, and (d) extracts clear and

intact temporal information which is more useful when existing

cross-view illumination variations.

which provided more samples with different pose, view-

point, and background for modeling human appearance,

thus allowing a better model of the persons appearance to be

built. But the feature extracted from discontinuous person

images made the temporal information useless as well [8].

However, in real surveillance network, the visual appear-

ance usually has a large variation due to clothes changing

of the person images cross long period or different location,

which makes the effect of recognizing a person only from

spatial information to be not reliable enough.
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Compared to methods on the still images (single, multi-

shot method), video-based methods for the re-identification

problem have more advantages in that they provide more

images of the same person, which is useful for reducing

the influence of some ambiguous cases and supplying more

continuous appearance information. Existing handcrafted

video-based methods usually lead to high-dimensional fea-

tures. Some other algorithms investigated combinations of

multiple visual features or space-time feature extraction,

fusing them to get a better performance [20]. However,

when existing cross-view illumination variations, the mul-

tiple visual features is not reliable enough than the tem-

poral information of person. Introducing the temporal in-

formation can help to improve the re-identification per-

formance since it contains more appearance evolution in-

formation. Representative works include gait recognition

[11, 12, 15, 16] and temporal sequence matching [9, 18, 20].

But the temporal information is difficult to extract due to in-

sufficient amount of data and lack of effective technology,

which restrict the development of video-based method for

person re-identification.

Recently, CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) has

been widely utilized to extract spatial information of the

single-shot pedestrians and achieved success [22, 27, 17,

19, 1], since it establish multidimensional model of pedes-

trians and can provide a better and robust feature represen-

tation [4]. However, these method didn’t consider the peri-

odic features since CNN has no capacity of extracting cor-

relation between the image sequence. On the other hand,

the RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) can learn long-term

dependencies and remember information for long period-

s of time, thus it can accumulate the visual information as

well as the evolution pattern of human appearance within

the video sequence, yielding a sequence-level human fea-

ture representation [23]. However, RNN can’t completely

integrate all sequence frames’ periodic information, espe-

cially earlier image frames. The output of RNN will easily

lost some important information from the earlier person im-

age frames. What’s more, RNN has an aptitude only for

comprehensive explicit periodicity, in that the temporal fea-

ture extracted from the whole person image sequences will

easily lost detail of the local information such as gait in-

formation. Recently, siamese loss [3] and triplet loss [2]

layer were proposed to be embedded into the deep learning

architecture to reduce the intra-class variation and increase

the inter-class variation, but these loss layer not fully took

the label information of the data into account. McLaughlin

et al. [14] and Wu et al. [21] proposed a deep recurrent

network combining the RNN and CNN for the video-based

person re-identification and achieved considerable perfor-

mance. But they all only utilized the output of RNN as

feature representation and not took the information loss by

the RNN into account. And Wu et al. [21] utilized tradi-

tional metric learning method to improve the performance,

demonstrating that the feature representation extracted from

RNN left to be improved by the means of more effective

method.

Inspired by the above mentioned works, we propose a

novel end-to-end network architecture simply called CRF

(CNN and RNN Fusion) specially for the video-based per-

son re-identification. In our network, raw image sequences

and optical flow information is used as input, CNN and RN-

N are subsequently combined into a unified architecture to

effectively exploit and fuse both the spatial and temporal vi-

sual information, and a siamese incorporated softmax loss

layer is built to fully utilized label information, pull pos-

itive pairs together and push negative pairs apart as well.

Then, we train our model on full-body and part-body im-

age sequences respectively to learn complementary holistic

features and local region based features and finally obtain

a more discriminative feature fusion representation. Our

main contributions are summarized as twofold: 1) a nov-

el end-to-end deep network for the video-based person re-

identification, incorporating CNN, RNN and multi-loss lay-

er (siamese and softmax loss) to jointly learn and fuse both

the spatial and temporal information for a certain person;

2) an effective feature fusion method to simultaneously de-

tect the spatial and temporal feature, fuse complementary

holistic features and local region based features then final-

ly obtain more discriminative features that are beneficial to

person re-identification.

2. Our Method

The core idea of our CRF network is to jointly learn and

fuse both the spatial and temporal feature of the person, and

propose effective feature fusion method to obtain a more

discriminative feature representation. In this way, we incor-

porate the CNN and RNN to respectively learn the spatial

and temporal information, and train them on siamese and

softmax loss layer to pull the instances of the same person

closer and instances belonging to different persons farther.

Then the model is trained and deployed on the full, upper

and lower part of person images respectively to fuse com-

plementary holistic features and local region based features

together, learning the final discriminative feature represen-

tation. The diagram of our proposed CRF neural network

architecture is shown in Fig.2. In following sections, we

present the proposed CRF network and our feature fusion

method in details.

2.1. Input

The input of the CRF network is same with the baseline

proposed by the work [14], including raw images and the

optical flow information. Since raw images encodes detail-

s of a persons appearance and clothing, adding optical flow
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Figure 2. The illustration of our CRF network. Spatial features of

image sequences detected after the CNN layer will be sent to a

RNN layer to obtain the temporal information, then doing feature

fusion, sending the final feature to the multi-loss (siamese loss and

softmax loss) layer for optimization.

information will makes the details of a persons gait and oth-

er motion cues more clear [14].

2.2. CNN Layer

As illustrated in Fig.2, our network is first processed by

a CNN layer to produce higher-level representation before

the RNN layer, due to hierarchical feature extraction prop-

erties of deep networks layers [14]. After CNN layer, the

feature vector output encodes details of a person’s appear-

ance and clothing, eliminating some interference and noise.

Since RNN can accumulate the visual information and the

evolution pattern of human appearance within the video se-

quence, we utilize better person appearance feature repre-

sentation, i.e., the output of CNN, sending it into RNN lay-

er to improve the performance of final temporal feature ex-

tracted by RNN. And in our case, we adopt three repetitive

convolution layers with 5x5 kernel size, maxpooling layer-

s and rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation layers. Given

an input sequence s =
(

s0, . . . , sT−1
)

, T is the sequence

length, which is 16 in our case to better balance the num-

ber and length of the sequences, then st denotes the person

image at time t. The operation of each CNN layer can be

represented as C
′

(s(t)) = ReLU(Maxpool(Conv(s(t)))).

The final feature vectors obtained after the CNN is

f (t) = C(st), t ∈ 1 · · ·T . (1)

where the C function refers to the simplification of feature

extraction by the CNN layer.

2.3. Temporal pooling

The temporal pooling was proposed by [14] to aggregate

information across all time steps and avoid bias towards lat-

er time-steps. In our case, as illustrated in Fig.2, the fea-

ture vectors f (t) from the CNN will then connect a temporal

pooling layer to produce a single feature vector represent-

ing the appearance averaged over the whole input sequence

of the person, i.e. spatial feature in our case, which can be

denoted by following formula:

xC =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

f (T ). (2)

2.4. RNN Layer

The output feature vector from the RNN layer then

can synthesize anterior images within the video sequence.

Specifically, given an input sequence s =
(

s0, . . . , sT−1
)

,

for st denotes the image in time t, the input of the RNN

is f (t) which is final feature vectors obtained after the C-

NN. Then the RNN will learn long-term dependencies and

remember information for long periods of time on the fol-

lowing operations:

o(t) = Wif
(t) +Wsr

(t−1), (3)

r(t) = ReLU(o(t)), (4)

where r(t) will remember information at the previous time-

step and allowing information to flow time-steps, the o(t)

will produces an output based on both the current input and

information from the previous time-steps as well. In our

case, the o(t) and f (t) all through a linear combination to

produce a feature vector with a dimension N, where N is

128. Then the o(t) will connect a temporal pooling layer

to produce a single feature vector accumulating the appear-

ance information of sequences to gain the periodic charac-

teristics of our person image sequence, i.e., temporal feature

such as gait or other pattern of human appearance, which

can be denoted as

xR =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

o(T ). (5)

2.5. SpatialTemporal Feature Fusion

Although RNN network can remember information for

long periods of time, it can’t completely integrate all se-

quence frames’ periodic information, especially earlier im-

age frames. [14, 21] adopt temporal pooling to do an av-

erage with the earlier frames’ output of RNN, which can
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not commendably solve this problem. In this paper, we pro-

posed an solution to this problem. Since the input of the

RNN is the feature extracted by CNN layer, adding the in-

formation extracted by the CNN can make up for the lost

information to a certain extent. In our paper, just as shown

in Fig. 2, the final feature representation xF is the fusion

of the spatial and temporal features, i.e. the CNN output

f (t) and RNN output o(t), the fusion operation is simply

calculated as

xF = xC + xR. (6)

Then we send the final feature representation for further op-

timization.

2.6. MultiLoss Layer

In our CRF network, we adopt siamese loss incorporat-

ed with softmax loss layer for optimization, to fully utilized

label information, pull positive pairs together and push neg-

ative pairs apart as well. The siamese loss layer for person

re-identification is proposed by [3]. Their core concept is

dividing the input images into pairs, label them with 1 or

-1 to tell the network the image pair is positive or nega-

tive. In our case, the positive pair contains two sequences

that from a same person under different camera while the

negative pair contains two image sequences that come from

different person under random camera. To balance the num-

ber of positive and negative sequence pairs, we set the e-

qual number of positive and negative pairs in each iteration.

Specifically, Given an input sequences pair (si, sj), feature

representation (xi, xj) is obtained after our CRF network,

and the loss function is calculated in following formula:

Lsia(xi, xj) =

{

1
2 ‖xi − xj‖

2
2 , i = j

1
2

[

max(α− ‖xi − xj‖
2
2 , 0)

]2

, i 6= j

(7)

Lsof = −Wxyi
+ log

∑

j

eWxj , (8)

L = W1Lsia(xi, xj) +W2Lsof (xi) +W3Lsof (xj), (9)

where ‖.‖
2
2 is the Euclidean distance between the feature

vectors. Lsia denotes siamese loss while Lsof denotes soft-

max loss, and the final loss is calculated in formula 9. In

our case, the α of the siamese loss is 2.0 to balance decline

rate of the loss and the final accuracy performance. The

loss weight W1,W2 and W3 all is 1 to ensure correct clas-

sification and maximizes the relative distance between fea-

ture expression of negative pairs, minimizes which between

positive pairs.

2.7. LocalGlobal Feature Fusion

RNN has an aptitude for comprehensive explicit period-

icity. However, the whole person sequence image contains

interference and noise, because the trajectory of upper limb

CRF 

network

globalx

upperx

lowerx

finalx

CRF 

network

CRF 

network

gW

uW

lW

Figure 3. The illustration of our local and global feature fu-

sion method. CRF denotes our CNN, RNN deep neural spatial-

temporal feature fusion network. Training the same person with

their whole and part images in the CRF network to detect their

local and global features. Fusing them then gain the final better

feature representation.

is easy to change than lower limb. Utilizing RNN to detect

periodic features of the whole image will lose detail of the

local information, and its trajectory detail is not so obvious

such as gait information. Based on this observation, we di-

vide the person image into the upper part and lower part,

and train separate deep models for them. For the same per-

son, we then do fusion on the feature from the upper and

lower part to gain part-based features xupper, xlower, i.e.

local feature. Then fusing it with the global feature xglobal

extracted on the full image sequences to obtain final feature

representation xfinal, the performance is further improved,

as shown in Fig. 3 and following formula:

xfinal = Wuxupper +Wlxlower +Wgxglobal, (10)

where the fusion weight Wu, Wl, Wg is adaptive parameters

learned from the training sets.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Evaluation Datasets

In this paper, we adopt three typical datasets widely used

on the problem of video-based person re-identification to

evaluate the performance of our method.

PRID-2011: The PRID 2011 [5] re-identification dataset

contains two non-overlapping camera views, but only 200

people from the two camera views are adjacent. There are

400 image sequence pair on the dataset. Each image se-

quence has variable length from 5 to 675 and with an aver-

age number of 100. Compared with the iLIDS-VID dataset,

it is captured in uncrowded outdoor scenes, more simple

and clean background and rare cluttered occlusions.

i-LIDS-VID: The iLIDS-VID dataset [29] is captured

at an airport arrival on two non-overlapping camera views.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Comparing our method with other state of the art approaches and (a) illustrates the CMC rank curves on the PRID-2011 datasets,

(b) illustrates which on the i-LIDS-VID datasets.

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on different datasets.(%)

datasets PRID-2011 i-LIDS-VID MARS

CMC Rank R R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20

DVR [20] 29 55 66 83 23 42 55 68 − − − −
SRID [6] 35 59 70 80 25 45 56 66 − − − −

K.Liu et al[10] 64 87 90 92 44 72 84 92 − − − −
TDL [24] 57 80 88 94 46 77 90 96 − − − −
RCN [21] 69 88 93 96 56 88 96 98 − − − −

N.M et al[14] 70 90 95 97 58 84 91 96 − − − −
Zheng et al [27] 77 94 − 99 53 81 − 95 65 82 − 89

Ours 77 93 95 98 61 85 94 97 71 89 93 96

Table 2. Comparison with [27].(%)

datasets PRID-2011 i-LIDS-VID MARS

CMC Rank R R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20

Zheng et al [27](+ Eucl.) 59 94 96 99 41 70 79 85 59 77 − 87
Zheng et al [27](+ XQDA) 77 94 − 99 53 81 − 95 65 82 − 89

Ours(+ Eucl.) 77 93 95 98 61 85 94 97 71 89 93 96

Each camera view contains coincident 300 people and to-

tally 600 image sequence pairs. Each image sequence has

variable length from 23 to 192, and an average number of

73. Due to clothing similarities among people, lighting and

viewpoint variations across camera views, cluttered back-

ground and occlusions, this dataset is much more challeng-

ing than the PRID-2011 dataset.

MARS: The MARS dataset [27] is the largest video

re-identification dataset. As an extension of the Market-

1501 dataset [28], it consists of 1261 different identities and

20715 tracklets. A large number of tracklets contain 25 to

50 frames, while most IDs are captured by 2 to 4 cameras

and have 5 to 20 tracklets. Each identity has 13.2 tracklets

on average. This dataset is much more large than the pre-

vious two datasets, remaining challenging and necessary to

evaluate the performance of the proposed method.

3.2. Experimental Setup

Data preparation: Each dataset is randomly divided in-

to two parts, one half for training and the other for testing.

For example, there are 100 identities for training and the

other 100 identities for testing on the PRID-2011 dataset.

During training, all images are grouped into sequence pairs,

i.e., positive and negative image sequence pairs with fixed

length. To better balance the number and length of the se-

quences, we set the length as 16. In our experiment, we

randomly choose a non-overlapping subset of 16 consecu-

tive frames split from the full sequence to constitute each

sequences. Therefore, each positive and negative sequence

pairs are composed by 16 consecutive frames randomly se-

lected from two full sequences of different cameras respec-

tively.

To balance the number of positive and negative sequence

pairs, data augmentation is applied to expand the datasets

and increase the amount of negative pairs [13]. During test-

ing, the same data augmentation is done on the probe and

gallery data to ensure the consistency.

Training and testing: Each training procedure is more

than 10 epochs, and more than 10 times to obtain an aver-

age and representative results. The dimension of the feature

vector is 128 to decrease over-fitting. During testing, we

choose all frames of a certain person and divide it into 16
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Figure 5. Analysis the effectiveness of our proposed method. The CNN denotes only use feature extracted from CNN layer; RNN denotes

only use features extracted after RNN layer; Then the CNN+RNN denotes the features extracted from the fusion layer after CNN and

RNN; Fusion is the final feature integrated local feature (Upper, Lower) and global feature using our CRF network.

Table 3. Compare the performance of our different feature extraction methods on different datasets.(%)

datasets PRID-2011 i-LIDS-VID MARS

CMC Rank R R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20 R=1 R=5 R=10 R=20

CNN 72 88 91 95 56 83 92 95 66 88 90 92
RNN 70 90 93 95 55 84 90 94 64 87 91 91

CNN+RNN 75 92 93 94 59 85 93 97 69 88 90 93
Fusion 77 93 95 98 61 85 94 97 71 89 93 96

image frames one group to extract fusion features after CN-

N and RNN layer with pre-trained model, and extract final

average feature to compute the matching rate against the

features of gallery sequences under the simple Euclidean

distance.

3.3. Evaluation and Results

Comparison with the state-of-the-art. We compare

the performance of our proposed CRF network with sev-

eral other state-of-the-art video-based methods, shown on

Table 1 and Table 2, and the CMC curves is also shown in

Fig. 4.

The baseline is the method proposed by the McLaughlin

et al [14]. They proposed a DNN architecture but only de-

tected the feature from the RNN layer. Compared with their

method, in our method, information from CNN are subse-

quently combined to effectively make up for the lost infor-

mation from RNN, while complementary holistic features

and local based features are fused to obtain a more discrim-

inative feature representation. From the results, our results

all outperform other existing approaches, verifying that the

features extracted from our method are favorably improved.

On the more challenging i-LIDS-VID dataset, the improve-

ment of our method compared with the baseline is less ob-

vious than that in PRID-2011 and MARS. We think the rea-

son is that the other two datasets is less challenging than

iLIDS dataset and using only the feature from CNN or RN-

N can achieve a good performance, then our feature fusion

strategy among these two kind of features shows more im-

provement. However, iLIDS-VID dataset is much more d-

ifficult which contains variations, cluttered background and

occlusions. Only using the spatial or temporal feature does

not work well for such challenges, which makes the perfor-

mance of our fusion method limited as well. On the other

hand, from the results on the work by [21] and [27], they

even have some performance loss on the iLIDS-VID dataset

compared with the work by [24] while better results on the

PRID-2011. Our method all achieves better performance on

these datasets no matter how challenging they are, which

also demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of our

method. Compared with the state-of-the-art result proposed

by [27], Our method focus on the feature extraction of Re-

ID, not the metric learning, which is evaluated on Euclidean

distance while the best results of [27] utilized metric learn-

ing like XQDA. As shown in Table 2, even with efficient

metric learning method, there is no or limited superiority

of [27] compared with our method. Other method such as

RCN [21] not only utilized DNN model but also added tra-

ditional metric learning method (KISSME) to obtain good

performance. Our method is evaluated on Euclidean dis-

tance and obtain better performance, which verifies that the

features extracted from our method have obvious superiori-

ty and shows the effectiveness of our method as well.

Analysis of the proposed method. To better illustrate

the effectiveness of our algorithm, we compare the perfor-

mance of several baseline on these datasets, that is: extract-

ing feature only by CNN layer, only by RNN layer, by CN-

N and RNN fusion layer, and by global-local feature fusion

method based on our CRF network respectively. The com-

parison CMC result is shown on table 3 and Fig. 5.

RNN is known to have the problem of gradient van-

ishing, which makes it have better integration of adjacent
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frames but can’t completely integrate all sequence frames’

periodic information, especially for earlier image frames.

From the comparison of results, the performance of com-

bining CNN and RNN is better than that only from CNN

or RNN. The results confirms the effectiveness of our CRF

network that adding the information extracted by the CN-

N to the RNN makes up for the lost information from the

RNN layer. On the other hand, the feature from the CN-

N performs better than that of RNN due to the existing of

the CNN and RNN fusion procedure, in which the CNN

becomes dominated. Moreover, the performance of final

global-local fusion feature is the best, verifying the com-

plementarity between global features and local features and

the effectiveness of our global-local feature fusion method.

These results shown on the three datasets demonstrate the

effectiveness of the temporal-spatial and local-global fea-

ture fusion method on our proposed CRF network.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a deep neural network architec-

ture incorporating the convolution neural network (CNN)

and recurrent neural network (RNN) to jointly exploit the s-

patial and temporal information for the video-based person

re-identification. Then considering the complementarity be-

tween holistic features and local features, we fuse them to-

gether to finally obtain more discriminative features that are

beneficial to person re-identification. The effectiveness of

the our proposed method is verified on the three represen-

tative datasets, PRID-2011, i-LIDS-VID and MARS. Our

method obtain favorable performance compared with the

other existing state-of-the-art approaches. In future work,

we plan to combine the deep learning with the traditional

theory, making the deep learning more theoretical and in-

terpretability.
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